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Abstract  
 

 

In dentistry, during the prosthetic rehabilitation phase, the impression is an important step 

because it allows a diagnosis and a communication between the practitioner and the 

prosthetist for the realization of prosthesis (fixed or removable). Nowadays, immense 

technological progress has been made and this allows the arrival of optical cameras and digital 

impressions that will free the physical impressions and their constraints due to the physico-

chemical properties of conventional printing materials.  

The objectives of this final study are to see how the iOS have been introduced in dentistry, to 

understand their operation and to see what are the advantages and disadvantages that they 

present compared to the traditional techniques of impressions. 

To achieve this work, searches were carried out in specialized databases such as Google 

scholar, Pubmed or from the CRAI library catalog using specific keywords. 

In conclusion, the iOS were introduced for the very first time in 1970 with Dr Francois Duret 

then they knew a slow evolution (limited indication, very expensive device) until the 2010s. 

Then after the 2010's, a second phase of expansion took place with the arrival of several 

competitors on the market. Currently, optical cameras can reconstitute a 3D digital impression 

from several images or videos thanks to different technologies: active triangulation, confocal 

microscopy, AWS (Active Wavefront Sampling), ... For a last conclusion: according to the 

current data, iOS devices present more advantages such as a good precision for short span 
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prosthetic rehabilitations, a better communication with the patient and the lab, less 

discomfort for the patient, less operator risk errors, but they still present limits to make 

complete impressions, subgingival preparations, and they still are expensive.  

 

Resumen  
 

 

En odontología, durante la fase de rehabilitación protésica, la impresión es un paso 

importante porque permite un diagnóstico y una comunicación entre el profesional y el 

protésico para la realización de la prótesis (fija o removible). Actualmente, se han realizado 

inmensos progresos tecnológicos que permiten la llegada de cámaras ópticas y impresiones 

digitales que liberarán de las impresiones físicas y de sus limitaciones debidas a las 

propiedades fisicoquímicas de los materiales de impresión convencionales. Los objetivos de 

este estudio final son ver cómo se han introducido los iOS en la odontología, entender su 

funcionamiento y ver cuáles son las ventajas e inconvenientes que presentan frente a las 

técnicas tradicionales de impresiones. 

Para la realización de este trabajo se han realizado búsquedas en bases de datos 

especializadas como Google Scholar, Pubmed o del catálogo de la biblioteca del CRAI 

utilizando palabras clave específicas. 

Conclusiones: El iOS se introdujo por primera vez en 1970 con el Dr. Francois Duret y luego 

conocieron una lenta evolución (indicación limitada, dispositivo muy caro) hasta la década de 

2010. Luego, después de la década de 2010, una segunda fase de expansión tuvo lugar con la 

llegada de varios competidores en el mercado. Actualmente, las cámaras ópticas son capaces 
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de reconstituir una impresión digital 3D a partir de varias imágenes o vídeos gracias a 

diferentes tecnologías: triangulación activa, microscopía confocal, AWS (Active Wavefront 

Sampling), ... Para una última conclusión: según los datos actuales, los dispositivos iOS 

presentan más ventajas como una buena precisión para rehabilitaciones protésicas que no 

superen los 4 dientes, una mejor comunicación con el paciente y el laboratorio, pero siguen 

presentando límites para realizar impresiones completas, preparaciones subgingivales, ... 
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1- Introduction  
 

 

 In the prosthetic dentistry, the impression of the 2 dental arcades is a fundamental 

step for any type of indirect restoration (crown, bridges) and even for full or partial removable 

prosthesis. It very important because it permits the exchange of the oral dental information 

between the dentist and the dental technician for the realization of the prosthetic treatment. 

 The errors made during the fundamental step during the dental rehabilitation process may 

lead to several problems such as bad aesthetics issues, misfit of the prothesis and bad 

prognosis in the long-term following premature wear due to occlusal load too much 

important. 

 

Before the coming of the digital impression, the dental impression was only physical: 

according to the case, the dentist does the impression with alginate or other materials like 

addition putty/lite silicones (PVS: Polivinyl Siloxanes). Then, this impression will be poured 

with solid material like plaster to get the study or the master cast for the dental technician 

and the dental professional.(1)  

The problems of this traditional approach were the possible accumulations of loss of 

“accuracy” due to the bad practice of the practitioner during the impression process (tearing, 

air bubble trapped inside, loss of information, impression not centred, etc …).  Those problems 

linked to the operator are, in addition associated with the chemical-physical properties of the 

material that can modify the dimensional stability (contraction effect) over time after the 

impression. (1)(2)(3) 
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Plus, the impressions with this kind of materials may prove to be uncomfortable for the patient 

during the process and especially for patient with gag-reflex.(4)  

 

Note: In this work, the “accuracy” is defined as a combination of “trueness” (ability for a 

measure to match with the real value) and “precision” (ability for a measure to be constant in 

the repeatability). (4)(5)(1) 

    

Face from theses inconveniences, a new technology has been developed: the intraoral 

scanner (IOS). This new device also called “optical camera”, allows the dentist to record a 3D 

digital impression (or “optical impression”) without any contacts with the dental structure or 

preparation, directly from the mouth of the patient in the dental clinics (“chairside device”). 

(6) 

It must be differenced from an extra oral scanner and a mechanical 

scanner where a cast is required for the impression like the system 

Procera or CELEY. In this type of scanner (mechanical scanner), a 

mechanical piece with a form of rugby ball for example, will read 

mechanically line by line the cast previously done with classical 

impression per palpation. (7)(6) 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Mechanical 
digitalization from: 
"Evolution of the 
Software and 
Hardware in 
CAD/CAM Systems 
used in Dentistry 1" 
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The IOS can be defined as a medical device with 3 components: 

- The handheld camera: It allows the 

direct digital impression without any 

contact with the oral structure like 

the alginate for example. Whatever 

the imaging technology used 

(triangulation, confocal optics, …), all 

the cameras require a projection of light toward the target to be scanned and 

then, the reflection will be recoded as individual static image or video from a 

receptor (usually a charged-coupled device video ship or CDD). (8) 

The source of light can be the ambient light (passive camera) or a light with a 

selected wavelength spectrum (white, red, blue …) directly projected from the 

optical camera itself (active camera). Some studies have demonstrated that the 

passive camera is more reliant regarding the texture and the colour of the 

object than the active one. (8) 

About the objects to be scanned, some of the iOS need a previous coating of 

the soft tissue and the surface of the teeth with titanium oxide to prevent the 

light reflexion (coting scanner (CS) or Powder Scanner) to get more details. The 

other is called non-counting scanner (NCS) or powder-free scanner. The CS has 

shown very good accuracy results for partial restoration but it is now used less 

because of the difficulty to apply powder in the month of the patient (not 

comfortable for the patient and also the risk of contamination with the saliva 

Figure 2: Handheld camera from 3Shape (own 
ressource) 
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that force the reapplication of the powder), the necessity of additional time for 

a scan and the difficulty of the full-jaw scans. (2) (8) (1) 

 

- The computer: Other essential part of the hardware for the 3D calculations. 

Some models are directly linked with a touch screen which permit to the 

practitioner to see the advancement of the 3D impression during the process 

and other relevant information about the patient. (9) 

     Figure 3:Example of the hardware with touch screen from 3Shape (own resources) 

 

- The software: Specific of the system used. It is responsible to compile the static 

images or the images from a video (in continuous data flow or per wave 

analysis) to obtain a 3D cloud points of the object scanned. This 3D cloud point 

is obtained from recognition of the point of interest (or POI) per the software 

and each POI have 3 coordinates (x, y for the position in one plan and z 

depending of the distance to object). (8) 

The software (could be an open source program or not) developed, can have 

several tools for the 3D design and for manipulation of 3D digitals model. The 

range of the indications and the capabilities of the software depend of the add-
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on modules included. For example, some software permit the smile design, 

virtual wax-up, virtual articulator, full denture design, implant design, ….  (10) 

The data can be registered in format STL (Standard 

Tessellation Language or Stereolithography) as a 

succession of triangulated surface and this format 

is the most used in the Dentistry field. However, 

some iOS, add the colours, the transparency, and 

the texture with other format such as PLY (Polygon 

File Format or Stanford Triangle Format) 

developed at the Stanford University or the OBJ files (Object). Another problem 

of the STL files is the lack of possibilities to store patient data with the 3D model 

as the DICOM file do (Digital Imaging and Communications of Medicine) (Figure 

3).(10)(8)(11)(12)  

Whatever the format chosen, the digital file which store the 3D data captured 

by the iOS can be open or not. It depends of the manufacturers of the iOS to 

force the dentist to use all the machines from the same company (iOS, 

software, and the production unit). (10) 

Nowadays, we can find several software design in the field of the dentistry such 

as the SW CEREC developed by Sirona, the Dental System by 3Shape, the Dental 

Wings Open System by the Dental Wings company, the DentalCAD created by 

the Exocad company, … (10) 

 

Figure 4: STL image from "Intraoral 
Scanner Technologies: A Review to 
Make a Successful Impression" 
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To make a brief history, the IOS appear for the first time in the 1973 with Francois 

Duret who presents his system in 1983 at French Dental Association’s international. He will 

elaborate later the Duret system. Then in the mid-1980, Dr Mormann in association with an 

electric engineer Dr Marco Branndesti, will create the first commercial side-chair (using a 

handle camera to scan teeth) CAD/CAM system: the CEREC system. (13) 

During all the 1990’s decade, the CEREC system was the only one “chair-side” system 

commercialized, and it was improved during this period with the evolution of the hardware 

(memory and speed of the computer). It was not until the year 2010, to see more optical 

cameras commercialized with the improvement of the treatment digital imaging and also the 

rise of using of the universal language STL (StereoLithiography or Standard Transformation 

language) in 2005, participating to the elaboration of the communication between the 

different systems, because at the beginning, the first IOS systems commercialized were very 

locked. In addition, this opening allowed a larger possibility of reconstruction (possibility of 

reconstruction with traditional material like porcelain fused metal with the dental lab). 

(13)(14)(15)  

If at the beginning, the IOS were poorly used in dental office. But with the fall in price and the 

coming of the concurrency with models more and more efficient, this new technology will be 

more used in the future. In 2010, it was possible to find more than 10 iOS models in the 

market. (16) 

Figure 5: Dates of apparition des iOS 
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The IOS can be included in prosthetic restoration process called “Computer-Aid Design 

(CAD) and Computer-Aid Manufacturing system (CAM)”. It is based around 3 elements: 

 

About the data acquisition, there are 2 types. In the first one, it is done by the 

prosthetist with an extra-oral scanner from a classical impression (alginate/silicon) sent by the 

dentist. In this case, all the CAD/CAM restoration is done in the lab. But with the increasing of 

the capacities of the computer processing, the dentist can directly do the digital impression 

with an intraoral scanner and then, send the 3D digital impression through internet to the 

dental lab: chair-side digital impression (CSDI). (17) 

It is also important to notice that the data acquisition can be done by the contact-digitization 

technique: the data are acquired by a contact probe (already explained above in Figure 1).   

 

The data processing is related to the software of the CAD/CAM. The dentist or the 

dental technician can design a virtual prothesis/restauration on the digital impression. This 

part can be done with a closed system like the CEREC system. And in the other hand, there is 

open system where the optical impression can be processed with other CAM system through 

open STL files.  

 

Data 
acquisition

Data process Manufacturing
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 The manufacturing process is the last step of fabrication of the prothesis through the 

STL files or other digital files (PLY, DICOOM, …). It based on 3D printer with two type of 

processes: the subtractive and the additive manufacturing. (17)(13)(11) 

Subtractive printer  The most classic-one. A single bloc is milled by several drill. This 

type of printer at the beginning, were not able to make complex 

structures. This technique is slow because it can do only one 

structure each time. (17) 

Additive printer  It works by addition of slide of materials. The addition of each slide 

will form a 3D object at the end of the process. This technique 

permits the fabrication of multiples structures per cycle. (17) 

  

 With the increasing of the computing processing power and a more important 

integration of the computer science in the dentistry (especially with the coming of the IOS as 

substitute of the conventional technique of impression), the use of the CAD/CAM will be 

predominant in the fabrication of the prothesis. In fact, the IOS can bring multiple advantages 

in the dental clinics, like less loss of information during the impression, less discomfort for the 

patient, possibility for the patient to get the prothesis in the same day of impression with the 

CAD/CAM restoration, better communication between the prosthetic lab and the dentist, … 

(3)(17) 
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2- Objective 

 

In 2020, there are few information about this new technology (IOS), as well about its 

evolution and its functioning itself. And it also accompanied of few studies about the current 

advantages and disadvantages compared to the traditional approach for the dental 

impression.  

It is necessary to understand that this new technology is very recent and there is not enough 

reliable information like clinical randomized comparative studies in vivo and a large part of 

these optical scanner are closed private system with poor objective communication.   

That why the purposes of this literature review are: 

- Explain the evolution of the of the intraoral scanner (iOS) since its apparition in 1980’s 

through a chronological narrative approach.  

- Explain the different technologies used by the iOS (light projection and the technics to 

record the correct distance to object). 

- Find the advantages and the disadvantage of this system compared to the classical 

impression with the alginate and the silicon.  

 

The history of the iOS will be described on the first part in the discussion (5.1), the 

physical principles used for its operation in the second part (5.2) and then the advantages and 

the advantages compared to the traditional approach will be analysed in the third part (5.3).  
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3- Methods  

 

3.1- Design of the study  

 

The following work will be focused on the answer to these questions: 

1. When and how the intraoral scanner is arrived in dentistry?   

2. How the CAD works and what are the different type of the optical scanner used? 

3. What are the advantage and the disadvantage of the digital impression compared 

to the traditional approach? 

 

3.2 Strategies  

 

This review had been done by research in scientific review through specialized database like 

MEDLINE (PubMed), Embase: (“intraoral scanner” OR “optical camera” OR “Computer-Aided 

Design” OR “Chair-Side”) AND (“Dentistry”) AND (“Evolution” OR “History” OR “Use” OR 

“Development”). 

Some extract from specialized dentistry book found in the library catalogue of CRAI “Dulce 

Chacón” have also been taken in account for this work: “Computer-Aided Design” AND 

“Intraoral scanner” AND “Dentistry”. 

The results of this research have given more than 121 results.  
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Full-text scientific are extracted after analysing of the abstract with these following 

inclusive/exclusive criteria for the 2 last research questions: 

Inclusive criteria Exclusive criteria 

- Current scientific paper (>2010). 

- Scientific article with strong 

evidence: Review, Standardized 

studies (in vivo and vitro), 

comparative studies with control 

group, consortium peer-review. 

- Articles related the intraoral scanner 

in dentistry. 

- Exclusion of the comparative studies 

about one private system with 

another (too much heterogenic data 

with poor evidence).  

- Exclusion of the articles dealing with 

CAD-CAM not related to dentistry.  

- Exclusion of the articles with interest 

conflict (from a private lab) 

- Exclusion of the articles dealing with 

the optical impression with a specific 

problem (implant, orthodontics 

appliance …).  

- Article not in English  

 

 

Note: To answer to the first research question, an exception has been made compared to the 

inclusive/exclusive criteria. In fact, to do a historic research, the old papers (4 articles 

sectioned) such as the French paper from the founder of the iOS (Francois Duret) and the 

founder of the CEREC system cannot be excluded. 11 articles have been selected for the 

historic part of this paper.   
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Note 2: Another exception have been made with (18) to find more information about the 

Active Wavefront Sampling principles. (Article not directly related to the iOS).  

 

At the end, 28 articles have been selected for a complete full text analyse.  

 

Mesh keyword used:  

"optical scanners"/"Computer-Aided Design"/"Intraoral scanner"/"3D model"/"Intraoral 

digital impression"/"Evolution" or "History”/ “CEREC” or “Duret”/ “Optical triangulation” or 

“Confocal tomography” or “Optical coherence tomography” or “Active Wavefront Sampling “ 

or “Parallel confocal imaging”/”Coating Scanner” or “Powder Scanners” or “Monochromatic 

Scanners”/”Non-coating scanners” or “Powder-Free Scanners” or “Chromatic 

scanners”/”Comparison”/”Chair-side”   
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4- Results  

4.1 Chronology of iOS and technology used  
 

Table 1: Chronology of iOS and technology used 

Name of the 
iOS 

Date of origin Commercialized 
by 

Type of 
technology used  

Powder 
need 

Duret System 1983 Duret Active camera + 
Moire 
interferometry 

Yes/No 

CEREC 1 1985 Sirona Active camera 
camera + Active 
triangulation 

Yes/No 

CEREC 2 1994 Sirona Active camera 
camera + Active 
triangulation 

Yes/No 

CEREC 3 2000-2005 Sirona  Active camera 
camera + Active 
triangulation 

Yes/No 

E4D Dentist 2008 D4D Technologies 
LLC 

Active camera 
(laser) + Optical 
Coherent 
Tomography 

No 

iTero 2007 Cardent Active camera + 
Parallel confocal 
imaging  

No 

MIA3d 2007 Densys3D Passive camera + 
Active triangulation 

No 

LAVA Chairside 
Oral Scanner 
(C.O.S) 

2008 3M ESPE Active camera + 
Active Wavefront 
Sampling 

Yes 

Trios  2010 3Shape Active camera + 
Parallel confocal 
imaging 

No 

IOS Fast scan 2010 iOS technologies Inc Active camera 
(laser) + Active 
triangulation 

No 

DirectScan 2011 Hint -ELs Passive camera + 
Passive 
triangulation 

No 

Bluescan -I 2014 GMBH Active camera 
(laser) +Active 
triangulation 

No 
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After a compilation of the data from the 11 articles selected for the historic part, a non-

exhaustive chart has been made of the different systems of iOS commercialized classified 

according to the date of apparition and the technology used for the acquisition of the data 

(type of source of light and the type of distance object technology). 

 In this table, it is possible to observe a sudden rising of new manufacturer in the market after 

2008. Before 2008, only the model commercialized by SIRONA was disponible with the Duret 

system with the Moire interferometry (which wasn’t more developed).  

 We can also observe more model after 2008 powder free with new technology of optical 

printing such as the parallel confocal imaging, the active wavefront sampling (AWS) and the 

optical coherent tomography.   

But the most used technology by the constructor for the iOS is still the active triangulation 

introduced the first time with the CEREC 1 in 1985. 

 

4.2 Comparison between the iOS and the traditional approach   
 

Table 2:Comparison between iOS and traditional approach 

Name of articles  Type / Date Advantages Disadvantages  

“Intraoral scanner 

in dentistry: a 

review of the 

current 

literature”(4)  

Review / 

2017 

- Less patient 

discomfort.  

- Better 

communication with 

the dental 

technician.  

- Problem detection 

of marginals line.  

- Learning curve.  

- High cost of the 

system. 
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- Time efficiency.  

- Simplified clinical 

procedure.  

- No plaster used.  

 

- Learning curve high 

for some patient 

with low affinity 

with technology. 

 

“Accuracy of 

Intraoral Scanner: 

A Systematic 

Review of 

Influencing 

Factors”(19) 

Review / 

2018 

- Good accuracy 

compared to the 

alginate for the 

study cast. 

- Less accuracy 

compared to the 

silicon for the 

working cast. 

- Not recommended 

for long span 

edentulous. 

- Less accuracy for in 

the case of excessive 

reflection (Metallic 

restoration, 

excessive saliva).  

“Assessment of 

Chair-side 

Computer-Aided 

Design and 

Computer-Aided 

Manufacturing 

Review / 

2015 

- Time efficiency.  

- Better compliance 

from the patient.  

- Similar accuracy of 

restoration.  

- Same difficulty to 

learn the technics. 

- More local deviation 

for full arch model.  
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Restorations: A 

Review of the 

Literature”(20) 

“Digital Impression 

system” (2) 

Article from 

book “Extra-

coronal 

restoration” 

- High accuracy for 

local restoration.  

- Decreasing of the 

accuracy for the full 

arch scan. 

- Gingival retraction 

required.  

“Influence of 

abutment tooth 

geometry on the 

accuracy of 

conventional and 

digital methods of 

obtaining dental 

impressions 

Jeison”(3) 

Comparative 

study “in-

vitro”/2017 

- Better accuracy for 

the iOS group 

compared to the 

conventional 

impression group for 

single impression 

teeth. (case of Total 

occlusal 

convergence (TOC) < 

8°) 

-  

“Accuracy of an 

intraoral digital 

impression: A 

review”(5) 

Review/2020 - Precision clinically 

acceptable 

compared to the 

traditional approach 

if the scanning 

- Deviation observed 

for long-span 

restoration. 

- Less accuracy 

observed in vivo 
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concern less than 

the half of an arch. 

(saliva movement, 

…). 

- Significant 

difference of 

accuracy between 

the different iOS 

(technology used, 

software, …). 

- Greater deviation in 

the case of chance 

of curvature: avoid 

grooves, sharp 

preparation edges, 

boxes, … 

“Validity and 

reliability of 

intraoral scanners 

compared to 

conventional 

gypsum models 

measurements: a 

systematic 

review”(21) 

Review/2016 - Equivalent result of 

accuracy between 

the IOS and the 

conventional 

approach (limited 

evidence). 

- High cost of the IOS 

- High time of 

impression process 

in dental chair with 

IOS. 

- Less comfort for the 

patient. 
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5- Discussion 

 

5.1 When and how the intraoral scanner is arrived in dentistry?   
 

During this research, 11 articles among the articles elected for this work have a 

historic part about the IOS. And all the 11, inform the lector about a consensus to 

recognize the professor Francois Duret as the father of the dental CAD/CAM concept 

even if the article (13) prefers to include also Dr Mormann (who developed the CEREC 

system) and Dr Anderson who developed the Proceca system but this system doesn’t 

include a intraoral scanner: mechanical scanner (already explained above in the 

introduction in mechanical digitalization definition). 

 

According to the results of the investigation, the first concept of the IOS was 

introduced with Francois Duret, when he defended his thesis entitled “Empreinte 

Optique” in 1973 in the University Claude Bernard in the city of Lyon.(22) 

 

Later, in one of his proper articles, Francois Duret describes his first prototype of his 

IOS (as he called “optical camera”) presented to the public in 1983 at French Dental 

Association’s international. To record a 3D model, Francois Duret has decided to use 

the Moiré interferometry as he explained in one of the articles in French published in 

1984 in the “dentist news 40”. (23) 
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Specifically, a moiré interference is a 3D virtual image obtained from the interference 

pattern produced by 2 sources of light passing through 2 grating (one on the specimen 

to scan and another which serve of the reference) with periodic fringes (Figure6). (23)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 3 images directly extracted from the article (23), permits to illustrate the optical 

system to create a moire interference.  

 

In another article “CAD-CAM in dentistry” published in JADA in November 1988,  

Dr Duret presents its system “Duret system” the first CAD/CAM system equipped with 

an intraoral scanner composed of 3 parts. The first part of the process is a device called 

“The optical camera” which was composed of 2 endoscopes adjacent to each other. 

The first one project a light to the target and the second one takes the picture from 

the reflected light (Figure 6).  Then, the digital information was processed by the CAD 

Figure 8: Moiré interferometry  

Figure 6: Reconstruction 
obtained from Moiré 
interferometry 

Figure 7: Exemple of Moiré interference pattern 
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system with a virtual propriety articulator. In this second part of the system, the 

operator was able to design directly the prothesis on the electronic model considering 

the dynamic movement of the jaw obtained virtually with the “Access Articulator”. And 

the last part of “Duret system” was a four-axis drilling machine (CAM system). With 

this prototype, Duret communicates in his paper, a precision obtained approaching 

40μm with a speed of execution of 20 min per element (impression and placement of 

the prothesis). (6) 

 

According to the author, the Duret system allowed all types of restoration such as 

crowns, inlays and even bridges. (23)(6)  

 

At the same time as the development of the Duret system, in the 1980s, came 

the CEREC system (acronym for “Chairside Economical Restoration of Esthetic 

Ceramics” or “computer assisted CERamic REConstruction”) marketed in 1987 by 

Sirona dental system. This project was the result of a partnership between Dr Werner 

Mormann and engineer Marco Brandestini. (13)(7)(24)(25) 

 

According to the author of the article "The CEREC system", the first CEREC system 

(CEREC 1) appeared in 1985 at the University of Zurich Dental School and it was only 

limited to inlay-type reconstructions with software that allowed a fairly basic design in 

2D. (14) 

 

It was not until 1988 that CEREC 1 saw its capacity for dental reconstruction increased 

with onlays and veneers. To achieve an optical impression, Dr. Mormman with the help 
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of Dr Marco Brandestini used the principle of 

triangulation with the help of a light source 

projecting through a wire mesh at a parallax 

angle onto the preparation with a reception of 

light reflected to the sensor (CCD) with a 

specific angle. Lines deformations obtained, 

observed by the sensor, provides information 

on the depth of the preparation (principle of the active triangulation more developed 

below in 5.2). (7)(25) 

 

At the beginning of the year 1990, it is therefore possible to say that there were 

only 2 dental CAD / CAM systems with the possibility of taking an optical impression in 

the dental office (Chair-side) as we can see on the Table 1. This is confirmed by Francois 

Duret himself in an article written in 1991 which aimed to list all the CAD / CAM 

systems existing at that time. (6) 

 

Indeed, the other CAD / CAM systems did not offer an optical camera. The data 

acquisition was done by means of "palpation" scan: the dentist himself had to make a 

temporary reconstruction of the prosthesis by means of a resin and this was copied by 

a machine equipped with a haptic sensor (more developed in the introduction). (6)(13) 

 

These two systems had limited distribution because of their very high price ($200,000 

for the Duret system and $ 35,000 for the CEREC 1 system).(6) 

 

Figure 9: CEREC 1 with Dr Mormann and Dr 
Brandestini from "The evolution of the CEREC 
system" 
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Until the 2010s, the CEREC system remained the only "chairside" CAD / CAM 

system marketed in the world (Table 1). It will undergo a succession of evolution as 

evidenced by the article "the CEREC system" and by Dr Werner himself in an article 

"The evolution of the CEREC system" published in the journal JADA. (14)(7) 

 

By crossing the 2 articles previously cited, it is possible to describe the evolution of the 

CEREC system evolving in parallel with the improvement of the technology and the 

computing which will allow a succession of changes both in hardware and in software. 

(15) 

 

The first CEREC system known as CEREC 1, although one of the first commercially 

available “chair-side” CAD/CAM systems, was very limited in the type of dental 

reconstruction proposed. Indeed, its optical impressions were limited to preparations 

for inlay, onlay and veneer reconstructions. Then, the following years were marked by 

software and hardware improvements, and in 1994 the CEREC 2 system was able to 

do much more than its predecessor: it added the possibility of making full crowns 

reconstruction. (7)(6) 

Another major software change was the moving from 2D to 3D in 2003 with the CEREC 

3 system, which made the system much easier to use and more intuitive for the dentist. 

In addition, it opened the door to other tools to check the occlusion with the 

antagonists, control of the vertical dimension, .... (24)(7) 
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The evolution of CEREC system has not stopped since two recent additions have been 

made: 

- CEREC connect: Allows the optical impression to be communicated to the laboratory 

for reconstruction with the CEREC inLab system or for a more classical reconstruction 

such as metal fused ceramic crowns. (14) 

- CEREC AC (Acquisition Unit): With a new optical camera that uses blue light instead 

of the previously used infrared (i.e. a shorter wavelength). This change allows for a 

much better capture resolution, which allows for more accurate reconstructions. In 

addition, several improvements in the optics, software and sensor have been made to 

improve the imaging treatment. According to the studies, it is possible to capture a 

quadrant of 5 teeth in less than 20s and a full arch in 60-90s. (14)(26) 

 

After more than 35 years of development, the CEREC system has become one of the 

most marketed CAD / CAM systems in the world and allowing several types of 

reconstruction (crowns, inlays, onlays, bridges, ...). (14) 

 

During the last decade, more manufactured come in the market of the iOS with 

system like E4D Dentist developed by D4D Technologies LLC in 2008, the iTero system 

developed by Cadent in 2006, the Lava C.O.S commercialized by 3M ESPE in 2008, … 

(see Table 1) 
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According to the article published in 2013 “Part 1: 3D intraoral scanner for restorative 

dentistry”, there are nowadays at least more than 10 iOS tools commercialized in 

dentistry. (16) 

 

5.2 How the CAD works and what the different type of the optical 

scanner used? 
 

Among the articles selected, 10 articles are related with the technologies used by the 

iOS to record the POI (developed in the introduction). After analysing, it is possible to 

notice 5 main technologies (Table 1): 

 

o Interferometry Moiré: Used by Prof. Duret for his iOS prototype in the 1970s. 

Its working principle is already described above in the history section. 

o Active triangulation 

o Confocal laser microscopy  

o Optical coherent tomography 

o Active wavefront sampling (Active Wavefront Sampling) 

 

It is important to notice that the ability to measure the object iOS distance or also 

called “depth value” (z-coordinate), after evaluation of the x and y coordinates from 

an image or video, is necessary to have a good 3D depth POI recognition. These 

different technologies are of course not used exclusively, in fact some IOS models can 

use a combination of the two technologies mentioned above to increase their 

efficiency and accuracy. (9) 
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5.2.1 Triangulation technics  

 

By recombining the data in the table 1, it is possible to see that this is one is the most 

common method used by optical camera manufacturers. According to the article (8) 

and table 1, there are 2 triangulation techniques (passive and active).   

 The passive triangulation technique, also called “stereovision”, is based on an 

analysis of two stereo images obtained from the same object. To obtain such a result, 

a device consisting of 2 cameras which are connected to 2 different sensors whose 

positions are known and an orientation with respect to the target well defined as 

illustrated below (Figure 10): 

 

Figure 10: Passive Triangulation (own resources) 

The position between the sensors and the target object will be determined by 

trigonometry calculations. Indeed, in the image above (Figure 10), it is possible to see 

a triangle formed between the 2 sensors (Distance known, AC) and the target object 

(point B). (13) In this example, the distance AB can be determined by this formula AB= 

AC x sin (C)/sin (A+C) where the angle A and C are known. 
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It should be noted that in the case of passive triangulation, only ambient light is used 

(no active camera). This kind of technique gives very good results in terms of accuracy 

compared to the active technique. However, only structures with high contrast will be 

detected (an additional camera can improve this disadvantage).(8) 

  

 The active triangulation technique consists of the same set-up as above, but 

this time a camera/sensor is replaced by a laser light source. With such a device, the 

laser, which is deflected by a mirror oriented at a defined angle to the target, is then 

reflected by the surface to be scanned and captured by a sensor. The trajectory drawn 

by the laser and the position of the mirror and the sensor form a triangle where the 

rules of trigonometry can be applied.(13)(8) 

 

Figure 11: Active Triangulation from "Recent advances in dental optics - Part I: 3D intraoral scanners for 
restorative dentistry" 
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In the example above (Figure 11), the mirror is positioned at a well-defined angle so 

that the incident laser forms a known angle α with the straight-line representing 

distance IOS - target (Z). The reflected beam will be received by the sensor at an angle 

Ɵ which will be estimated by the position of the reflected laser on the sensor with 

respect to the center of the sensor (the sensor is positioned on the focal plane f0 of 

the lens of the receiver camera R).  

With the distance between the receiver R and the mirror known, it will be possible to 

know Z by the same trigonometric rules as before. 

 

The above example (Fgure11) is a triangulation by projection of a point; however, it is 

not applicable in the case of an optical impression in dentistry. For a good and fast 3D 

reconstruction it would require a multiple points projection on the whole surface of 

the target object. Therefore, the IOS uses a triangulation by projection of a mask (mesh 

projection). In this case, a light pattern (such as a grid) is projected onto the object and 

the deformations of this same pattern from the original one, will allow to find the 

geometry of the target object structure such as the cusps of a tooth for example (Figure 

12). By this method we gain considerably in acquisition speed. (8)(16) 
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Figure 12:Active Triangulation with mesh projection from "Intraoral Scanner Technologies: A Review to Make a 
Successful Impression" 

 

This kind of technology can be found in the CEREC and IOS models for example. 

(16)(8)(22)(15)(27) 

5.2.2 Confocal laser microscopy 

 

According to the article (16) this other widely used method is a mixture of confocal 

microscopy, which appeared in 1961 with Marvin Minsky, and the appearance of lasers 

that came much later in the years  1980s. 

 

Figure 13: Confocal microscopy by the inventor Marvin Minsky 
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Confocal microscopy has an advantage for 3D reconstruction: it allows to have a clear 

image of a large sample. In optical microscopy, any image outside the optical plane of 

the system is blurred. In confocal microscopy, a focalized light (or laser (several 

projected points)) reflected from a specific depth level is recovered through a small 

aperture in front of the receiver. This "pinhole" only allows light to pass through the 

optical plane of the system (in-of-focus lights). The pinhole's aperture can be adjusted 

to change the focal length of the system, resulting in a sharp image. The higher the 

aperture, the smaller the depth of field (short focal length).  (16)(8)(13)(9) 

 

The different images or layers obtained at different depths of field are then 

reconstructed by a computer to obtain a 3D reconstruction of a tooth, for example. 

(16)(9) 

 

This principle of operation can be found in the iTero model, the 3d progress model or 

the Trios model from 3Shape (Table1). (16)(15) 

 

5.2.3 AWS (Active Wavefront Sampling) 

 

The articles (16) (8) present a technique that is currently only used by 3M ESPE for its 

C.O.S model, which is called the non-collinear focusing/defocusing method or 3D-in 

motion technology by 3M ESPE itself.  

 

Although it requires a preliminary powdering of the teeth to be scanned, this 

technique has several advantages such as the need for a single optical path to operate, 
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and a reduction in the number of optics required as attested by the article (16) and the 

MIT thesis (18). This last advantage is very interesting because it allows the integration 

of the optical system in a smaller optical camera compared to its competitors.   

 

This technique is mainly based on "depth from focus" imaging. To summarize, it must 

be taken into account that an object located on the focal plane F will appear as sharp 

on a sensor but if it moves away from it, it will appear as blurred as it is possible to see 

on the illustration below (Figure 14).(18) 

 

Figure 14: Image out of focus (own ressources) 

 

A direct relationship can be demonstrated between the distance of the object-lens 

(focal plane of the lens) and the diameter of the blurred image.  

 

However, the problem with such system is the possible overlap of the blurred images 

obtained from a complex structure like a tooth (multiple POIs with different distances 

to the focal planes). (16)(8) 
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To overcome this solution, an opaque mask with a small aperture eccentric to the 

optical axis in rotation with respect to it, will allow to obtain multiple blurred images 

recorded separately from different POIs.(16) 

 

Figure 15: Active Wavefront Sampling principles from "Recent advances in dental optics - Part I: 3D intraoral 
scanners for restorative dentistry". 

 

 

5.2.4 Optical coherent tomography 
 

This is a technique used by the E4D Dentist system scanner (Table1). In this technique, 

the light interferometry will allow to obtain a 3D reconstruction by computer from 

several sections obtained thanks to the principle of the Michelson interferometer.(16) 

 

As with Moiré interferometry, we will use interferometry but this time, a single light 

source (monochromatic laser) of coherent type (same phase) will be used to locate the 

depth of field of the different layers of the sample (Z coordinate of the POIs). (8) 

 

To do this, a mono chromatic coherent light source such as a laser (light with a small 

wavelength spectrum of the same phase) will have to pass through a semi-reflective 
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separating plate to divide it into 2 light rays of the same wavelength spectrum but of 

intensity I/2. These 2 rays will follow a different path and will then be reflected by 2 

mirrors M1 and M2 (1 mirror for 1 light ray) in order to send the previously separated 

light rays back to the semi-reflecting plate which will then send the 2 rays back to the 

sensor. (16)(8) 

 

Figure 16: Michelson interferometer principles (own ressources) 

 

Depending on the distance of the two mirrors from the semi-reflecting plate, an 

interference pattern will be obtained (so-called non-coherent light).  

  

In the case of an optical camera, the sample will be in the place of mirror M1 and mirror 

M2 can move to obtain a precise interference pattern and thus obtain the object-iOS 

distance (Z coordinate). 
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5.3 What are the advantage and the disadvantage of the digital 

impression compared to the traditional approach? 
 

The analyse of 7 scientific papers including 5 reviews (table 2), permit us to resume the 

common advantages and the disadvantages of the digital impression compared to the 

traditional approach with the classical materials such as the alginate and the addition 

silicone (PVS impression) in this table:  

 

Advantage Disadvantage  

- Time efficiency.  

- Better communication with the 

patient and the dental technician.  

- Less discomfort for the patient.  

- Higher accuracy for the study 

model for the short span of 

restoration.  

- Less risk operator error  

- Expensive.  

- Not adapted for the long span of 

restoration. 

- Difficulty to record the marginal 

ridge.  

- More time spent during the 

impression process. 

  

About the ergonomic and the comfort patient, 4 reviews (4)(19)(12)(28) have found a 

better compliance from the patient with the using of the iOS. In fact, they point the 

time efficiency, a better breathing for patient during the process, and the non-use of 

materials that can be trigger of the nausea reflex. Also, one review (4) headlines the 

fact of the better communication with the patient because some of the model 

equipped with a touch screen permit a direct visualisation of the dental printing and 

give a first view of the future restauration/prothesis.  
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However, it should be noted that this conclusion is contradicted by a systemic review 

(21) which reported a much better patient comfort (71%) in the case of a full 

impression with a conventional PVS technique. The same study questions the 

conclusion on time saving on dental chair. Indeed, it shows an average time of 23 min 

for a full digital impression so much more than to traditional impression. (21) 

 

For the communication with the lab 2 reviews are agreeing to say that a digital 

impression accompanied a 3D design of the prothesis permit a closer bound between 

the dentist and the dental technician. (4)(10) 

 

Other advantage of the optical impression is based on less possible deformations 

linked on the suppression of the step operator dependant and the properties of the 

materials in the classical approach (loss of spatial stability of the alginate and PVS, 

contraction of the plaster during the pouring of the cast, ….). (19)(4) 

In addition one paper (3), although with many methodological weaknesses, explores a 

hypothesis in favour of iOS. Its results seem to show a better accuracy in the case of 

impressions for crown preparations with a TOC <8° compared to more traditional 

approaches. This can be explained by the fact that an IOS has less problem to record 

the very frequent undercuts for preparations with a TOC of less than 10° (ideal case of 

retention and strength for a fixed prosthesis). (3) 
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 About the disadvantages, the 3 reviews (4) (19) (20) have demonstrated the 

difficulty of the record the marginal ridge or deep preparation. This phenomenon can 

be explained per a mesh density too low. In fact, for some preparation such as the 

chamfer margins, the triangle formed per the POI registered can be too large.  

Another article points the necessity of using gingival retraction for preparation close 

to the gingiva, because the iOS have not the properties of the classical materials of 

impression to displace the gingiva from the preparation. 

 

Most of the article have also demonstrated the non-efficiency of the iOS regarding the 

full arch impression due to possible accumulation of error linked with the stitching of 

multiples scan. In fact, to record a full arch impression, the iOS will build a single digital 

model from multiple overlapping scan that will be combined with stitching algorithm. 

This process may induce deviation and discrepancies. (19)(20)(4)(5)(3)  

 

Another problem highlighted by the article (19), is the loss of scanning accuracy for 

metallic type restorations such as inlay-core, or excessive saliva due to excessive 

reflections of captured light (a common problem of any light reflection-based system). 

This same reflection problem can be induced by structures producing shadow areas 

such as stepped preparations, sharp edges, proximal boxes, and as the article (4) 

attests this will also concern finishing lines.  Indeed, light cannot pass through and 

especially for subgingival aesthetic preparations where light unlike physical materials 

(alginate and silicone) cannot move the gingiva from the finishing line and cannot 

register the non-visible areas either.  (4)(19) 
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The last point to note according to 2 reviews: the very high costs of optical cameras at 

the present time. Indeed, in 2020, prices oscillate between 15 000 euros and 35 0000 

euros in general. This can even reach 45,000 euros for the top of the range models. 

This is a serious obstacle, as the article (21) shows, because dental clinics with several 

seats are only equipped with one model and this can lead to organisational 

complications (impossibility of making several impressions simultaneously). 

Furthermore, the article (4) informs about additional costs sometimes not foreseen 

with iOS due to its maintenance (software upgrade). (4)(21) 
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6- Conclusion 
 

 

- About the evolution of the intraoral scanner, it is possible to conclude after this 

research that there were 2 phases during its development.  

The first period between the 1970 and the 2010 was marked by the creation of the 

concept with Francois Duret with the use of the holography and the continuous 

development of the famous system CEREC with the active triangulation during all the 

decade 1990’s with the association of Dr Mormman and Brandestini. In this period, the 

development of intraoral scanner was limited by the technology of the time. Plus, the 

high cost of construction associated with few functionalities impacted deeply its 

commercialization.  

The second phases of the development can be defined as the maturation of this 

technology. In fact, after the year 2010’s, the imaging treatment improve a lot with the 

speed and the memory of the computer. That why, we observed more manufacturer 

in this field with more system CAD/CAM “chair-side” with more competitive price.     

 

- All the IOS are composed on same component such as a handle camera with a CDD 

device, a computer, and a software. The difference between them is based on the 

technology to record the depth of the POIs (coordinate z) and the software used. The 

most technology used is the active triangulation introduced by CEREC 1, but it is now 

possible to find other technologies like the confocal laser microscopy, the AWS, the 

optical coherence tomography, or a combination of them. Each technology presents 

different advantages and disadvantages.   
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- After 40 years of development, intraoral scanners are more efficient and have more 

features compared to the first one developed in the 90s. They even have several 

advantages compared to so-called conventional impressions such as saving time for 

restoration (possibility of doing the construction of the prosthesis the same day as the 

impression taking for certain model), better acceptability on the part of the patient (in 

particular with those who have a gag reflex), better communication with the 

prosthetist (impression with more information with the possibility of previewing the 

prosthesis on the preparation), and a reduction in the risk of error (depending on the 

dentist and prosthetist). 

However, despite all these advancements, the IOS still has room for improvement in 

accuracy (especially in the case of sub-gingival preparation or patient with high 

quantity of saliva) or in its ability to take full arcade impressions. Despite a still very 

high cost, iOS will become more and more present in the dental office and the new 

improvements in image processing with IA (Intelligence Artificial) for example, will be 

able to correct the actual problem of deviation or accuracy loss in the case of full-arch 

impression.     
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7- Responsibility 
 

 

Intraoral scanners are very recent technologies that have many advantages and even 

improvements in the daily practice of dentists for prosthetic rehabilitation treatments. 

 However, the dentist as a health professional has a duty to provide the best possible 

science-based treatment for the patient. Indeed, at this moment, although presenting 

good clinical results for some specific situations, they still present important gaps 

compared to non-digital impressions which are much less expensive, especially for 

complete impressions.  

 Another problem that this type of technology can bring is the risk of security of patient 

data (particularly when communicating DICOM files between the dental practice and 

the laboratory) and the dentist is responsible for protecting this data.  
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